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Abstract
Multiple randomized control trials have demonstrated the effectiveness of acceptance and
commitment training (ACT) for improving the quality of life of numerous populations, including
caregivers of children with NDDs. However, little research has been conducted on effective
methods to train facilitators to lead ACT experiential exercises in general, with even less
research incorporating caregivers as co-facilitators. To increase potential facilitators’ access to
the ACT facilitation training and reduce geographical barriers, a telecommunication format may
be leveraged. The aim of this research was to examine the effect of providing behavioural skills
training via telecommunication to caregiver and clinician facilitators across Canada that had
already received a manualized, group-based ACT facilitation training. This study included a total
of three caregivers and one clinician, where quantitative data on fidelity, confidence, and quality
of ACT facilitation was collected at baseline, post-training, and at 1-month follow-up using a
multiple-probe design. In addition, a BST and telecommunication acceptability measure was
administered post-training. The results from this study suggest that implementing behavioural
skills training to teach facilitators to provide ACT greatly improved the facilitators’ fidelity.
Increasing the number of competently trained facilitators will help build capacity to increase
caregivers’ access to ACT, ideally resulting in decreased levels of stress, anxiety, and depression
this population has reported experiencing.
Keyword(s): acceptance and commitment training, behaviour skills training, mediator
training, neurodevelopmental disabilities, telecommunication
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Evaluating Behavioural Skills Training via Telecommunication to Teach Mediators to
Facilitate Acceptance and Commitment Training
Introduction
Caregivers of children with neurodevelopmental disabilities (NDDs) may experience
higher levels of stress and are at greater risk for experiencing mental health concerns in
comparison to caregivers of children without disabilities (Dykens et al., 2014; Estes et al., 2009;
Miodrag & Hodapp, 2010; Taylor & Warren, 2012). With the known added stress of caring for
children with NDDs, there is increased concern regarding caregivers’ health and well-being as a
consequence of stress (DeMyer, 1979; Murphy et al., 2007). Specifically, caregivers report stress
levels that are positively associated with the severity of their child’s symptoms, including their
child’s interfering behaviour, level of dependency, and communication deficits (Baker-Ericzén et
al., 2005; Lecavalier et al., 2006), regardless of their child’s age (Duarte et al., 2005). The stress
caregivers experience while raising a child diagnosed with an NDD is likely to influence other
aspects of their life, resulting in an accretion of stressors, known as stress proliferation (Benson,
2006). Stress proliferation is defined as a primary stressor in one domain of life negatively
influencing the development and preservation of other stressors in additional domains (Pearlin et
al., 1997). Increased levels of stress experienced by caregivers of children with NDDs have been
shown to result in caregiver isolation, due to their child’s needs becoming their first priority
(Gray, 1998). Further, children with NDDs, commonly engage in disruptive and interfering
behaviour (Horner et al., 2002), which may curtail caregiver’s social engagement outside of the
home (Hahs et al., 2019), increasing their sense of isolation (Marcus et al., 1997). For some
caregivers of children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD), this stress has been shown to persist
regardless of the treatment gains their child demonstrates (Grindle et al., 2009), however, even
informal social support can help reduce stress and increase overall well-being (Benson, 2006).
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Little attention has been paid to interventions which directly target caregiver stress, with
most interventions training caregivers to teach skills to their child (Lunsky et al., 2018). Of the
limited research that has addressed caregiver-focused interventions, these have included
cognitive behavioural therapy (Wong, et al., 2018), support groups (Wahab & Monoto, 2018),
and mindfulness practices (Lunsky et al., 2015; Miller & Brooker, 2017). Mindfulness and
acceptance-based approaches are a growing perspective for interventions focusing on improving
the well-being of caregivers, and acceptance and commitment training (ACT), a ‘third wave’
behavioural intervention, is empirically supported (Hayes et al., 2006).
Behavioural Underpinnings of Acceptance and Commitment Training
Private Events
Skinner (1953) explained that private events such as thoughts or feelings are verbal
behaviour that are influenced by contingencies of reinforcement and punishment in the same
ways as overt behaviours. That is, although private events are viewed as inaccessible to outside
observers (Skinner, 1953), they are acknowledged from the radical behaviour analytic
perspective as being lawful (Hoffmann et al., 2016; Moore, 1980). Specifically, from the radical
behaviour analytic perspective, verbal behaviour is impacted by the same principles as overt
behaviour (e.g., contingencies of reinforcement; Hoffmann et al., 2016). Private events can affect
future private events and overt behaviour (Hoffmann et al., 2016). For example, if a person
experiences the private event of “I am not adventurous”, this thought may influence their future
private events (“I am not adventurous therefore I am not fun”) as well as their overt behaviours
(e.g., avoiding participation in adventurous activities such as hiking or trying new things in the
future). Within the past two decades, behaviour analysts have encouraged a broader investigation
of private events and the role they play on overt behaviour (Hoffmann et al., 2016). Likely due to
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the inability to objectively observe and measure, private events have frequently been ignored
when analyzing environment-behaviour interactions (Anderson et al., 2000). However, private
events may be involved in an individual’s engagement in interfering or avoidant behaviours,
such as alleviating frustration by yelling at someone. An individual’s engagement in interfering
or avoidant behaviour due to private events may be influenced by behavioural principles such as
motivating operations (Dougher et al., 2007) and rule-governed behaviour (Hoffmann et al.,
2016). Despite the clear involvement of private events in overt behaviour, little research within
behaviour analytic literature includes private events (Anderson et al., 2000; Gould et al., 2018;
Hoffmann et al., 2016). The knowledge of how private events can affect both covert and overt
behaviour is constantly expanding. Relational frame theory (RFT) is a post-Skinnerian approach
to understanding private events using a language-based perspective (Hayes et al., 2013;
Hoffmann et al., 2016).
Relational Frame Theory
RFT evolved from derived stimulus relations (Sidman, 2000), where relational
responding is considered a generalized operant (Healy et al., 2000). When forming relations,
some are directly learned while others are derived (McEnteggart, 2018). It is through the
development of these derived relations that complex “networks” of verbal rules and associations
are formed, usually based on contextual cues rather than physical attributes of the stimulus
(Gross & Fox, 2009). With the simultaneous development of ACT and RFT, along with the
empirically researched interrelation, they are considered to have co-evolved (McEnteggart,
2018). Both ACT and RFT propose that humans suffer in a unique manner due to the rapid
development of human language (McEnteggart, 2018). ACT was designed to address this
through the application of RFT, which posits that individuals relate to stimuli in different ways
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(e.g., in sameness, opposition, hierarchical, and temporal; Fletcher & Hayes, 2005). It is through
the development of these relations a stimulus function can be transformed, which is beneficial at
times, but it is also how human suffering can occur (Fletcher & Hayes, 2005). For example, if an
individual is taught that a dog is larger than a cat, but a cat is larger than a mouse, these two
relations are considered to be trained relations. However, from learning those two relations, a
derived relation can be formed in that a dog is larger than a mouse. Similarly, for private verbal
events, one may consider that “only bad parents yell at their child”, and because they yelled at
their child, an individual may derive that “they are a bad parent because they yelled at their
child”. The RFT perspective is further explained using four key areas: (a) rule-governed
behaviour, (b) transformation of function, (c) relating relations and analogy, and (d) the verbal
self (McEnteggart, 2018).
The growing popularity and need to increase the accessibility of ACT led to the
development of the hexaflex model, which outlines the six core therapeutic processes: (1) contact
with the present moment, (2) defusion, (3) acceptance, (4) self-as-context, (5) values, and (6)
committed action (Hayes et al., 2006). All of the processes are interconnected and lead to overt
behaviour change of socially significant behaviours (Hayes et al., 2006; Little et al., 2020). The
hexaflex model has many benefits but has also made the intervention’s foundation in RFT less
easily apparent (McEnteggart, 2018). However, the link between ACT and RFT is advantageous
to the conceptual development of ACT practice. Rule-governed behaviour is a key behavioral
concept of RFT. With cognitive distancing to identify problematic verbal rules, rule-governed
behaviour is addressed through ACT. Cognitive distancing involves the identification of a
problematic rule and instead, contacting contingencies of reinforcement in the natural
environment (Zettle & Hayes, 1983). For example, rather than abiding by the problematic rule of
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“I must always be strong”, cognitive distancing would encourage contacting natural
contingencies of reinforcement by receiving support or help from others by admitting assistance
is needed. By acknowledging aversive private events without the intention to change them
(Hayes et al., 2006), acceptance is also involved, demonstrating the interdependence of the core
ACT processes that will be further described below.
Another key concept of RFT, transformation of function, involves the alteration of how
one stimulus is viewed due to an indirect relation with another stimulus. For example, an
irrational fear can be explained using the transfer of aversive functions through stimulus
equivalence using RFT (Barnes-Holmes et al., 2004). If an individual has a fear of riding
bicycles due to previously falling off of a bicycle, the development of an irrational fear of
skateboards may be derived, where the frame of equivalence involves “things you ride.”
The implementation of relating relations and analogies, another key concept of RFT,
involves how stimuli are related to other stimuli. Relating relations and analogies is
demonstrated frequently in ACT through the use of metaphors to help explain previously
unknown concepts, suggesting coordination-coordination relations (Barnes-Holmes et al., 2004;
McEnteggart, 2018). Coordination-coordination relations outline that two different concepts can
be analogous despite being displayed through different modalities. For example, the metaphor,
“avoiding aversive thoughts is like trying to hold a beach ball underwater” can be used to explain
experiential avoidance (Hayes & Ciarrochi, 2015). This metaphor outlines the great amount of
effort involved in avoiding aversive thoughts. Further, when these thoughts are expressed, it may
not be done in the intended manner, similar to the release of a beach ball underwater.
The fourth key concept of RFT, the verbal self, which involves interpersonal (i.e., I-you
relations), spatial (i.e., here-there relations), and temporal relations (i.e., now-then relations),
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largely relates to the ACT therapeutic process of defusion. The verbal self may involve negative
self-evaluations based on excessive rule-following (McEnteggart, 2018). For instance, the
thought ‘bad people end up alone’ may lead to a negative self-evaluation of interpreting oneself
as bad because they are alone. Through the implementation of defusion, ACT recognizes the lack
of power held in rules (Snyder et al., 2011).
Acceptance and Commitment Training
As a modern behavioural therapy, ACT focuses on connecting with the present moment,
through mindfulness and acceptance, where the ultimate objective is psychological flexibility
(i.e., the ability to connect with the present moment consciously and adapt or persist in behaviour
to achieve value-directed goals; Bond et al., 2006; Hayes et al., 1999; Hayes et al., 2006; Zhang
et al., 2018). The purpose of ACT is to accept what is out of one’s control and commit to goals
that enhance one’s life and are aligned with individual values (Harris, 2009). Through the
application of behavioural scientific principles, including RFT, ACT addresses current
maladaptive private events through the processes within the “hexaflex”, to in turn, regulate overt
behaviours (Hoffmann et al., 2016). By incorporating both mindfulness (i.e., attending to stimuli
in the present moment) and reinforcement-based processes, ACT fosters behaviour change
(Hayes et al., 1999). Each core process within the hexaflex is designed to ameliorate a
maladaptive psychological process that is thought to influence the emergence of psychological
inflexibility (Hayes et al., 2006), where experiential exercises are implemented to bring
awareness and increase psychological flexibility (Hoffmann et al., 2016). The core therapeutic
processes for ACT are interdependent, impacting psychological flexibility through the entire
hexaflex (Harris, 2009, Hayes et al., 2012).
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Contact with the present moment is described as bringing awareness to the physical world
around us or the psychological thoughts within us, connecting with the here and now (Harris,
2009). Specifically, contact with the present moment involves increasing attending behaviour to
stimuli in the present moment, rather than attending to private events regarding the past and
future (Little et al., 2020). It can also involve increasing attending of attending behaviour, such
as being cognizant and tacting one’s own attending behaviour (Little et al., 2020). By engaging
in present moment awareness, it is more likely for actions to be shaped by current contingencies
and engage in behaviour considered adaptive in the moment (Hoffmann et al., 2016). Contact
with the present moment addresses the maladaptive process of dominance of the conceptualized
past and feared future (Harris, 2009). To increase connecting with the present moment, ACT
commonly involves the implementation of mindfulness-based experiential exercises, such as
describing the current moment or paying attention to the experience of a mundane task (e.g.,
washing hands), without reacting to other stimuli, whether internal or external (Harris, 2009).
Specifically, one exercise involves the ACT facilitator walking participants through mindfully
eating a raisin using all five senses (Harris, 2009). Through the practice of labeling but not
responding to stimuli, the ability to direct attention to the immediate environment is improved,
therefore increasing psychological flexibility (Hoffmann et al., 2016).
Private events are sometimes incorrectly interpreted as if they are concrete or physical
stimuli in the external environment, leading to cognitive fusion (Hoffmann et al., 2016).
Cognitive fusion may occur without awareness, where verbal rules, including private events,
have greater emphasis on behaviour than contingencies in the external environment (Hoffmann
et al., 2016; Snyder et al., 2011). Defusion involves the act of separating ourselves from our
thoughts by de-literalizing language, rather than placing strong emphasis on the emotions evoked
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by thoughts (Harris, 2009). Being aware of private events is necessary in order to implement
defusion (Hoffmann et al., 2016), therefore demonstrating the interconnected nature of the
hexaflex. To target defusion, exercises such as word repetition are implemented to de-literalize
maladaptive language that may be hindering the application of appropriate behaviour (Snyder et
al., 2011).
Experiential avoidance involves the attempt to alter the frequency or form of unpleasant
or painful private events (Hayes et al., 1996). Although avoiding these painful thoughts may be
immediately negatively reinforcing (i.e., the removal of a stimulus following a response that
increases the frequency of that response under similar conditions; Cooper et al., 2020), longterm, it may have undesirable consequences (Hoffmann et al., 2016). For example, by avoiding
an aversive thought, the behaviour is negatively reinforced in the moment (and more likely to
occur in the future) through the removal of anxiety. However, consistently avoiding aversive
thoughts may lead to decreased overall well-being, including increased levels of stress and
anxiety. Acceptance involves acknowledging painful thoughts, rather than being overwhelmed
with their presence (Harris, 2009). Although sometimes misunderstood, acceptance in ACT does
not involve surrendering to a thought, instead, it involves being open and increasing the amount
of time an individual can ‘sit with’ a thought (Harris, 2009). It involves intentionally
approaching experiences where negative private events may occur, thus encouraging extinction
(i.e., the breaking of the contingency between an operant and its consequence; Cooper et al.,
2020) of avoidant behaviour (Hoffmann et al., 2016). One suggestion to target acceptance is
through experiential exercises encouraging gradual or systematic exposure (Hoffmann et al.,
2016), metaphors, and psychoeducation (e.g., providing information on the topic; Harris, 2009).
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The conceptual self involves how individuals view themselves (Hayes et al., 2006),
which influences overt behaviour (Hoffmann et al., 2016). The conceptual self can include
negative self-perceptions, such as an individual thinking that they are not good enough or that
they are not smart enough. Self-as-context involves the alteration of this maladaptive selfperception, to in turn alter motivation and increase engagement in more acceptable behaviours
(Hoffmann et al., 2016). In combination with connecting with the present moment and defusion,
ACT can undermine negative self-perceptions, such as “I am not smart” to instead be interpreted
as “I notice I am having the thought that I am not smart” through the self-as-context process
(Hoffmann et al., 2016). Occasionally, self-as-context is referred to as the observing self,
involving acknowledging what we are thinking, feeling, or doing in the present moment (Harris,
2009). Targeting self-as-context traditionally involves engagement in perspective-taking and
exercises such as storyline exercises or using tangible items to increase an individual’s figurative
understanding of the concept (Harris, 2009; Hoffmann et al., 2016).
Outlining values targets the maladaptive process of a lack of direction, or lack of values
clarity (Harris, 2009). Although values are thought to be similar to motivating operations, they
differ by deriving functional properties through language, rather than reinforcement history
(Hoffman et al., 2016). Therefore, even without previous contact, values can influence the
reinforcing effectiveness of stimuli (Hoffman et al., 2016). By deciding upon values of
importance, an establishing effect may occur, where behaviours previously viewed as difficult
are more likely to be engaged in due to the new perspective outlining them as beneficial
(Hoffman et al., 2016). To increase implementation of behaviours that align with values, ACT
incorporates metaphors, such as comparing values to a compass (Harris, 2009), in that values are
intended to lead an individual to purposeful patterns of behaviour (Strosahl et al., 2004).
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Committed action targets the maladaptive process of inaction and emphasizes engaging in
value-guided actions, even if it brings up feelings of pain and discomfort (Hayes et al., 2006).
This process is the most aligned with traditional behaviour analysis as it can involve the
implementation of behavioural principles (e.g., defining the target behaviour, self-management
strategies, and the manipulation of antecedents and consequences to increase the probability of
the actions occurring; Hayes et al., 2006). However, external reinforcement provided by the
trainer is not recommended, as contact with natural reinforcement is more likely to encourage
maintenance and generalization of actions (Hoffman et al., 2016). Therefore, if arranged
contingencies are implemented, it is important that they are systematically faded to promote
generalization and maintenance (Hoffman et al., 2016). Committed actions can be achieved
through multiple strategies, including goal setting, behaviour contracts, and skills training
(Harris, 2009; Hayes et al., 2006).
Although sometimes used interchangeably, acceptance and commitment therapy and
acceptance and commitment training differ (Szabo, 2019). The implementation of acceptance
and commitment therapy focuses on ACT as a therapeutic process to deal with psychological
diagnoses from a clinical approach. This perspective is commonly implemented in
psychotherapeutic and counseling environments. However, acceptance and commitment training
involves the provision of tools to practice ACT independently as well as train others to engage in
ACT (Szabo, 2019). In other words, anyone can practice ACT regardless of psychological state.
Multiple randomized control trials have established the effectiveness of ACT for
improving the quality of life across populations, including non-clinical samples such as
caregivers of children with NDDs (Brown et al., 2015; Hahs et al., 2018; Lunsky et al., 2018),
and nurses (Frögéli et al., 2016), and clinical samples such as adults with severe health anxiety
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(Eilenberg et al., 2017), and psychosis and trauma (Spidel et al., 2018). The implementation of
ACT has been used to modify a variety of private and overt behaviours in addition to increasing
overall well-being, such as for smoking cessation (Mak & Loke, 2015) and positive parenting
(Moyer et al., 2018).
ACT for Caregivers
The ACT perspective emphasizes accepting the unchangeable (Losada et al., 2015),
which may fit the needs of caregivers experiencing high levels of stress, especially those of
children with disabilities (Lunsky et al., 2018). Within the caregiver population, ACT has been
demonstrated to significantly improve psychological flexibility (Brown et al., 2015; Fung et al.,
2018; Gould et al., 2018; Hahs et al., 2018; Poddar et al., 2015). The administration of ACT for
caregivers of children with NDDs is most frequently conducted in a group format with experts
facilitating didactic and experiential components, with little attention placed on facilitator’s
performance and fidelity of facilitating ACT activities (Magnacca et al., under review). Although
previous research has demonstrated significant improvements in caregivers’ mental health and
psychological flexibility post-intervention, additional strategies may be needed to promote
maintenance of ACT benefits over time (e.g., Blackledge & Hayes, 2006).
Poddar and colleagues (2015) suggested that the addition of behavioural training methods
when teaching ACT to caregivers may help combat the reduction of treatment outcomes
displayed over time. Gould and colleagues (2018) incorporated performance and competencybased training when providing ACT to caregivers of children with ASD in an individual format.
Caregivers demonstrated improvements in psychological flexibility and overt value-directed
behaviours, with the largest effects demonstrated at the 6-month follow-up evaluation. These
results suggest that using performance and competency-based training in an individual format
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may combat the decline in effects of ACT over time (e.g., Blackledge & Hayes, 2006). These
findings may also suggest that the integration of an evidence-based method when training
facilitators may lead to increased accuracy when leading experiential exercises. With research
demonstrating fidelity influencing treatment outcomes (Fryling et al., 2012), it is important to
assess the fidelity with which facilitators provide ACT to others.
Caregivers as ACT Trainers
Lunsky and colleagues (2018) and Fung and colleagues (2018) included caregivers
serving as ACT co-facilitators, with the additional support of a psychiatrist. Including caregivers
as co-facilitators has been encouraged in the literature as it increases relevancy of the material,
which may increase treatment acceptability for other caregivers participating in ACT sessions
(Dykens et al., 2014; Lunsky et al., 2018). Further, including caregivers of children with
disabilities as co-facilitators may increase the acceptability of the intervention as a result of
increased compassion. Therapeutic relationship skills such as compassion have been
demonstrated to influence the effectiveness of interventions, along with the acceptability of the
intervention (Derksen et al., 2013; Keeley et al., 2011; Kirby et al., 2017; Weiss et al., 2017).
Behaviourally, compassion has been described as being rooted in relational frame theory (i.e.,
deictic frames; Barnes-Holmes et al., 2013) and involving perspective-taking (Taylor et al.,
2019). Although incorporating caregivers as co-facilitators for ACT workshops has been
demonstrated to be beneficial, the challenge is to build capacity to scale up and implement ACT
workshops more broadly to benefit more caregivers, while capitalizing on training resources
available.
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Mediator Training
To increase the number of facilitators trained to deliver ACT, Fung and colleagues
(2019), developed the Acceptance and Commitment Training (ACT) Manual for Parents with
Children with Disabilities outlining how to facilitate ACT workshops for caregivers of children
with disabilities. The traditional training occurs in-person across two weekends in a group
setting, with caregiver-clinician facilitator dyads formed based on geographical location. Little is
known about the fidelity of facilitators trained with this format and whether additional training
may be warranted. Perhaps the implementation of behavioural training methods (i.e.,
performance and competency-based) could be employed to increase the competence and
confidence with which caregivers and clinicians deliver ACT, and therefore build capacity by
increasing the percentage of participants providing ACT to others.
To examine the fidelity of facilitators’ provision of ACT experiential exercises, Plumb
and Vilardaga (2010) suggested the inclusion of treatment integrity checklists to ensure
adherence to protocol and competence. Including treatment integrity measures can act as a
manipulation check to confirm that the intervention is being implemented accurately. Plumb and
Vilardaga recommended general guidelines for researchers to include when creating ACT
treatment integrity task analyses, some of which include: measuring observable behaviours,
rating the facilitation of items included within the intervention, considering confidentiality of the
data collection process, including a rating scale rather than just occurrence or non-occurrence of
behaviour, and using whole numbers when rating their performance. The recommendation of
using a treatment integrity task analysis aligns with the behaviour analytic training literature
(e.g., behavioural skills training (BST) research; Casey & McWilliam, 2011; Parsons et al.,
2012).
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Behavioural Skills Training
BST is an evidence-based, performance and competency-based training that focuses on
ensuring the trainee has a declarative knowledge (i.e., typically examined using written
assessments) of the skill but is also able to perform the skill accurately (Parsons et al., 2012).
This approach consists of four components: instructions, modeling, rehearsal, and feedback.
Instructions consist of the trainer providing a rationale for the target skill, along with clear and
concise direction on how to execute the target skill delivered either vocally, written, or both
(Parsons et al., 2013). Modeling involves the trainer demonstrating the target skill or providing a
video model of the correct demonstration of the skill. Rehearsal includes providing the trainee
with time to practice the target skill. Lastly, feedback involves the trainer providing descriptive
feedback to the trainee based on their performance (Miltenberger, 2016). In-the-moment
feedback is sometimes included, referred to as behavioural coaching, where the trainer provides
feedback as the learner completes the skill (Parsons et al., 2012). The last two steps are repeated
until the trainee is able to execute the target skill at the predetermined mastery criterion, which
makes BST performance and competency-based training (Miltenberger, 2016).
BST has been demonstrated to be effective to not only teach others specific skills, but for
training mediators to implement a variety of interventions, such as: training staff to increase
fidelity of behavioural interventions (Hogan et al., 2015), caregiver training to support social
skills in their child with ASD (Hassan et al., 2018), training graduate students to provide
manualized cognitive behavioural therapy to children with ASD (Hassan et al., 2017), and
volunteers to teach motor skills to individuals with developmental disabilities (Davis et al.,
2019). Therefore, it also may be beneficial to implement BST when teaching facilitators to lead
ACT experiential exercises. The addition of BST sessions implemented to train the co-
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facilitators individually rather than in a larger group setting may help ensure these facilitators are
sufficiently trained to confidently provide ACT accurately to others. Given that facilitators may
reside a distance from each other, and from the training centre, technology can be leveraged for
providing ongoing support.
Telecommunication
Telecommunication models involve sharing information using a variety of technological
platforms (e.g., videoconferencing; World Health Organization, 2019), allowing for an increase
in access to services by reducing geographical barriers. Training using a telecommunication
model has been demonstrated to be as effective, less expensive, and more efficient than in-person
training (e.g., Tomlinson et al., 2018). Telecommunication formats have been demonstrated to
effectively train mediators to implement a variety of interventions, including teaching caregivers
of children with neurodevelopmental disabilities (NDDs) to conduct functional analyses (Suess
et al., 2016; Wacker et al., 2013a), and training caregivers and staff to implement clinical
behavioral interventions for children with ASD (Barkaia et al., 2017; Higgins et al., 2017;
Wacker et al., 2013b). However, no research to our knowledge has explored the use of
telecommunication to provide training to potential ACT facilitators.
Present Study
A dearth of research has focused on ACT facilitator training in general, with little
research incorporating training via telecommunication or caregivers as co-facilitators. To our
knowledge, direct measures (i.e., measuring observable and operationally defined behaviours) to
examine facilitators’ delivery of ACT experiential exercises following training (Plumb &
Vilardaga, 2011) are also lacking. The addition of BST, specifically the rehearsal and feedback
components, via telecommunication may increase the number of people that can facilitate ACT
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and improve facilitator fidelity and confidence. Implementing training using telecommunication
may be especially beneficial for increasing convenience and feasibility for caregiver and
clinician trainees that may be experiencing high levels of stress and balance multiple
responsibilities. Evaluation of effective and efficient training methods for ACT facilitators is
needed.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the use of BST via telecommunication to provide
additional training to caregiver and clinician facilitators that had previously taken part in a
manualized, group-based ACT facilitation training (Fung et al, 2019). The BST via
telecommunication focused on teaching participants to facilitate experiential exercises included
in the manualized ACT workshop as evaluated in Lunsky and colleagues (2018) and Fung and
colleagues (2018). This study extends the previous literature by evaluating the effectiveness of
BST via telecommunication for increasing ACT facilitator fidelity measured directly through
observable behaviours.
The research questions were:
1.

Would providing BST via telecommunication be an efficacious and feasible model of
ongoing support for facilitators?

2.

Would the facilitators demonstrate increased fidelity and confidence facilitating ACT
after receiving BST sessions via telecommunication following the manualized, groupbased ACT facilitation training; Fung et al, 2019)?

3.

Would the facilitators demonstrate increased quality of ACT facilitation after receiving
BST sessions via telecommunication following the manualized, group-based ACT
facilitation training; Fung et al, 2019)?

4.

Would facilitators find the BST via telecommunication sessions acceptable?
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5.

Would facilitators maintain fidelity and confidence in facilitation skills at 1-month
follow-up?

Based on previous research, our hypotheses were:
1. The application of BST via telecommunication would have immediate improvements on the
caregiver and clinicians’ facilitation of ACT using a fidelity measure (Brown et al., 2015;
Hahs et al., 2018; Higgins et al., 2017).
2. After the implementation of BST via telecommunication, the caregivers and clinicians would
demonstrate increased fidelity immediately, and report increased confidence in providing
ACT to other caregivers on a self-report rating scale (Brown et al., 2015; Hahs et al., 2018;
Higgins et al., 2017).
3. After the implementation of BST via telecommunication, the caregivers and clinicians would
facilitate the experiential exercises with high quality as rated by a blind ACT expert (Peters
& Thompson, 2015; Quinn et al., 2015).
4. Caregiver and clinician facilitators would rate the BST via telecommunication as highly
acceptable using the social validity measure (Robertson et al., in preparation).
5. Caregiver and clinician facilitators would maintain competence and confidence in facilitation
skills at the 1-month follow-up (Davis et al., 2019; Johnson et al., 2005).
Significance of the Proposed Research
In general, caregivers of children with NDDs experience higher levels of stress. ACT has
been shown to significantly reduce caregivers of children with NDDs’ stress and increase
psychological flexibility (Brown et al., 2015; Fung et al., 2018; Gould et al., 2018; Hahs et al.,
2018; Poddar et al., 2015), and therefore suits the needs of caregivers of children with NDDs.
Therefore, it would be beneficial to increase caregivers’ access to the intervention by increasing
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the number of individuals trained to provide the intervention with fidelity. The present research
aims to extend the ACT facilitation training literature in a few important ways. First, most of the
current ACT literature focuses on outcomes, where little research has focused on the facilitation
training process itself. Furthermore, to our knowledge, the addition of BST has not been
evaluated in any processes used to teach facilitators how to lead experiential exercises. The
addition of BST may increase facilitators’ confidence to provide ACT to others, therefore
increasing the number of facilitators accurately providing ACT. This study will also extend the
current literature by incorporating a telecommunication format, increasing access to facilitation
training.
Method
Participants, Setting, and Materials
We recruited four participants (three caregivers, one clinician) who previously received a
manualized, group-based ACT facilitation training (Fung et al, 2019). The manualized, groupbased ACT facilitation training involved participants first taking part in an in-person ACT
workshop (to experience the manualized ACT intervention personally, Weekend 1). Next, the
participants attended another in-person workshop focusing on how to facilitate ACT (to learn
how to facilitate the manualized ACT intervention, Weekend 2). Experienced facilitators further
explained the ACT model and demonstrated some of the experiential exercises included in the
manual (none of which were included in the study; Fung et al., 2019). The facilitators also had
some opportunities for practice (at times with feedback). Selecting participants that had already
received this manualized, group-based ACT facilitation training allowed the current training to
focus on the integrity of facilitation of the ACT experiential exercises rather than teaching ACT
principles.
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Inclusion criteria consisted of: (a) being either a clinician or primary caregiver of an
individual with an NDD of any age, (b) ability to speak, read, write, and comprehend the English
language, (c) having access to the internet using an appropriate technological device, and (d)
completion of a manualized, group-based ACT facilitation training. All participants had
committed to serving as co-facilitators of future ACT workshops in their geographical regions
but have not completed any to date. There were no additional exclusionary criteria. Demographic
information is included in Table 1. The demographic survey provided to participants is included
in Appendix A.
Table 1.
Demographic Information.

Location

Facilitator
Role

Age

Sex

Education

Ethnicity

P1

45 – 54 years old

Female

Nova Scotia

Caregiver

Bachelor’s degree

White

P2

45 – 54 years old

Female

Newfoundland

Clinician

Master’s degree

White

P3

55 – 64 years old

Female

Nova Scotia

Caregiver

Bachelor’s degree

White
White,

P4

45 – 54 years old

Female

Quebec

Caregiver

Bachelor’s degree
Asian

All training sessions were conducted via telecommunication using an encrypted
videoconferencing software program (LifesizeTM) that allows video and audio recording of
sessions. Participants accessed LifesizeTM through their preferred or accessible device, including
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smartphones and laptops that connected to Wi-Fi and had a built-in camera and audio
capabilities. The researcher (i.e., trainer) connected to LifesizeTM using a computer located
within a confidential environment on the university campus. Participants used the Fung and
colleagues (2019) manual that was provided to them during the manualized, group-based ACT
facilitation training throughout the study. Additional training resources (i.e., a table summarizing
the core processes of ACT; Appendix B) were provided to the participant online, using a file
hosting service (i.e., DropboxTM) or via email.
Experimental Design
A concurrent modified multiple baseline (multiple probe) design across participants was
used to evaluate the effectiveness of BST via telecommunication for increasing facilitator fidelity
when leading a selection of common ACT experiential exercises.
Measures and Interobserver Agreement
ACT Facilitation Fidelity
Participants’ ACT facilitation fidelity was measured using a treatment integrity checklist
for three ACT experiential exercises from the Fung et al. (2019) manual (i.e., hexaflex, matrix,
and le’go). Of the three experiential exercises included, one exercise was considered the
untrained skill to demonstrate experimental control and assess generalization. The treatment
integrity task analysis was developed by the research team based on general guidelines outlined
by Plumb and Vilardaga (2011), along with input from ACT experts (a psychiatrist and caregiver
ACT-facilitator with extensive experience delivering the ACT manual; Fung et al., 2019). The
treatment integrity checklist outlined essential steps (i.e., explaining the relevant processes,
leading the exercise, debriefing, and answering questions) consistent among the ACT
experiential exercises (Fung et al., 2019), and was used to calculate the participants’ percent
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correct fidelity implementing the ACT experiential exercise by dividing the number of steps
implemented correctly by the total number of steps (Appendix C). The trainer collected primary
fidelity data in-vivo (while observing the participant online) and a trained research assistant
scored reliability using video recordings of the online sessions post-hoc. Item-by-item
interobserver agreement (IOA) was calculated from a random sample (using a random number
generator) of 34% of sessions across all phases and averaged 93% (range 75%-100%).
Experiential Exercises. Operational definitions and scripts for each of the experiential
exercises are included in Appendix C.
Matrix. The matrix activity involves an interactive tool explaining the difference of
internal and external stimuli and behaviours (Axis 1), that either align or deviate from one’s
values (Axis 2). Facilitating the activity involves explaining how the different core processes
relate to these axes and psychological flexibility. Specifically, the exercise outlines the
importance of present moment awareness to tact our private and overt thoughts, not to
necessarily change them, but to increase awareness. As a facilitator, this activity involves
explaining processes, collecting and recording participant responses, debriefing, and answering
questions.
Describing the Hexaflex. In this activity, facilitators describe the psychological flexible
processes (contact with the present moment, defusion, acceptance, self-as-context, values, and
committed action) and inflexible processes (dominance of the conceptualized past and feared
future, cognitive fusion, experiential avoidance, attachment to the conceptualized self, lack of
values clarity, and inaction, impulsivity, or avoidance) of the hexaflex, including a corresponding
hand gesture as a visual representation. The facilitator provides a didactic presentation on the
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core processes, psychological flexibility, and the hexaflex, along with encouraging participation
from participants to practice the hand gestures and answering questions.
Le’go (Untrained Skill). The le’go activity involves perspective-taking to explain the
process self-as-context. The facilitators lead the participants through a mindfulness exercise,
involving reflecting back on three memories from three points in time (last summer, teenage
years, and childhood). Participants are then asked to reconstruct each of these memories in some
form using le’go pieces on a paper plate. Facilitators then debrief by explaining the observer self,
and the consequences of rigidly defining one’s sense of self. The facilitator follows a script,
debriefs, and answers questions.
Confidence Ratings
Participants rated their perceived confidence in facilitating ACT with others using a 5point Likert scale (1 = “completely disagree”, 5 = “completely agree”). The rating form includes
15 questions that were based on the Teaching Confidence Scale (Hoy, 2000; Appendix D). The
measure was administered before and after BST via telecommunication, and at 1-month followup. Participants completed this measure using Qualtrics®, an online survey platform.
Facilitation Quality Ratings (Face Validity)
An external clinician with expertise in ACT that was blind to the experimental phase
rated the quality of the participants’ ACT facilitation from video. Exercises were randomly
selected using a random number generator to select one consistent exercise performed at pre-,
post-, and follow-up for each participant. This measure consisted of 6 items focusing on the
participants’ quality of ACT facilitation using a 5-point Likert scale (Appendix E) and section
for open-ended comments about the facilitators’ performance.
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Social Validity
To measure the acceptability of the training, participants rated the acceptability of the
BST and telecommunication format on 14-item social validity measure (1 = “completely
disagree”, 5 = “completely agree”). The measure was modified from the Treatment
Acceptability Rating Form-Revised (TARF-R; Reimers et al., 1991; Appendix F) and the social
validity measure included in Hassan et al. (2018). Participants completed this measure
anonymously online via Qualtrics® within 1 week following the 1-month follow-up assessment.
Researcher Procedural Integrity
The trainer self-recorded procedural integrity data for the BST component during 100%
of in-vivo online training using a checklist of accurate implementation of BST during the
training sessions with participants (Appendix G). Procedural integrity was 100%. Item-by-item
IOA was calculated by a trained research assistant using video recordings for a random sample
of 34% of online sessions across all phases, which was 100%. In addition to collecting data on
the procedural integrity of the intervention, the trainer also self-recorded in-vivo implementation
of the overall study procedure (e.g., obtaining informed consent) across 100% of sessions which
was 100%.
Procedure
The intervention consisted of eight phases: recruitment phase, preparation phase, Phase 1:
Baseline, Phase 2: BST via Telecommunication, Phase 3: Post-BST via Telecommunication,
Phase 4: BST via Telecommunication for the Untrained Skill, Phase 5: Post-BST via
Telecommunication for the Untrained Skill, and Phase 6: 1-Month Follow-Up via
Telecommunication. Baseline data were collected within one week, and Phases 2 through 5
occurred over 6 weeks.
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Recruitment and Informed Consent
Potential participants were provided with a letter of invitation (Appendix H) to participate
in the current training and those interested contacted the primary investigator via email.
Interested participants then completed the consent form (Appendix I).
Preparation Phase
The research team reviewed the ACT manual by Fung and colleagues (2019) and selected
a variety of potential experiential exercises that would be applicable to the online facilitation
format. These experiential exercises were then discussed with ACT experts, a psychiatrist and
caregiver ACT-facilitator with extensive experience (facilitated >10 workshops) to select
experiential exercises involving different facilitation skills (i.e., following a script, evoking
participation from workshop participants, and didactic format including explaining the core
processes), yet were of equivalent facilitation difficulty levels. Once the experiential exercises
were selected, the researcher designed the treatment integrity checklist (Appendix C). Further,
the researcher and the expert caregiver facilitator compiled a list of commonly asked questions
by ACT workshop recipients for each exercise. The researchers and ACT expert then created
video models for the three experiential exercises with the ACT caregiver expert facilitating the
activities and the researchers role-playing participants. The videos included all components
outlined in the treatment integrity checklists.
Phase 1: Baseline
Phase 1 occurred 6 weeks following participants’ completion of the manualized, groupbased ACT facilitation training (Fung et al., 2019). Participants were first asked to complete a
demographic survey and confidence rating form. Next, ACT facilitation fidelity data were
collected by having each participant meet with the researcher via LifesizeTM individually to
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facilitate all three of the selected ACT experiential exercises from the manual (i.e., hexaflex,
matrix, le’go; Fung et al., 2019). The participants were provided with the manual, the page
number of the relevant experiential exercises, and 2 min to review the detailed instructions for
facilitating the exercise. Participants were provided 2 min to review to allow time to refresh their
memory of the activity, but not enough time to learn how to facilitate the activity. Therefore,
baseline was assessing their facilitation skills following the manualized, group-based ACT
facilitation training rather than their self-taught facilitation skills. The researcher role-played an
ACT workshop recipient and followed a script including frequently asked questions and
responses that were gathered from experienced ACT facilitators. Baseline sessions were
approximately one hour in length and no feedback was provided to participants.
Phase 2: BST via Telecommunication
In this phase, participants received BST via telecommunication for two of the target ACT
experiential exercises (i.e., hexaflex and matrix). Participants completed Phases 2 and 3 for the
first experiential exercise before receiving any training for the second experiential exercise. The
specific experiential exercise that was trained first was counterbalanced across participants. The
BST via telecommunication format included an initial training session (i.e., 90 min in length),
which involved the trainer providing instructions and a video model and providing the
participant with an opportunity to rehearse facilitating the experiential exercise twice with the
researcher providing contingent feedback. If the participant did not meet the mastery criterion in
the initial training session (facilitating the experiential exercise twice at 100% fidelity),
subsequent training sessions (i.e., 20 min in length) were conducted, which involved the trainer
answering any of the participant’s questions, and two opportunities for the participant to
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rehearse, with feedback. To reduce the potential of fatigue influencing performance, participants
facilitated the experiential exercise a maximum of twice per session.
Instructions. The trainer provided a brief didactic presentation, including reviewing the
experiential exercise script in the manual. The trainer then reviewed the materials involved in the
exercise and provided a brief rationale for the exercise. Lastly, the trainer answered any
questions that were brought up during Phase 1 (baseline) or any new questions the participant
had.
Modeling. The trainer provided an instruction to the participant to watch a video model
of the specific ACT experiential exercise they would then be asked to facilitate. The participant
was provided a link to the video via DropboxTM. The participant remained on LifesizeTM while
viewing the video. The participants were told that they could pause, re-watch, take notes, and ask
the trainer any questions throughout the video (approximately 20 min in length).
Rehearsal and Feedback. Participants were provided with two opportunities during the
first session to practice facilitating the specific ACT experiential exercise within the training
session, with the trainer providing contingent feedback immediately following facilitation. The
trainer provided social descriptive praise, and corrective feedback if the participant scored below
100% on the treatment integrity checklist. Sessions, which included a maximum of two attempts
of the exercise, were conducted until the participant met the mastery or revision criteria. All
sessions included the participant facilitating the same experiential exercise a maximum of twice
per session with the goal of reducing fatigue from influencing performance.
Revision Criterion. If the participant did not reach the mastery criterion after five
facilitation sessions (10 attempts), the trainer added coaching (i.e., live, in-vivo feedback).
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Coaching involved providing corrective feedback while the participant was facilitating rather
than providing the feedback following facilitation of the activity.
Phase 3: Post-BST via Telecommunication
Post-training, participants were asked to facilitate the ACT experiential exercise three
times total across two sessions. As in baseline, the participant facilitated the activity with the
trainer role-playing an ACT-workshop recipient. The trainer’s responses were scripted based on
commonly asked questions/responses described above. After this phase, the participant then
completed Phase 2 for the second ACT experiential exercise. During Phase 3 for the second
experiential exercise, the untrained skill was probed under baseline conditions. If the
participants’ facilitation fidelity score was below 80% for the untrained skill, the participant
proceeded to Phase 4.
Phase 4: BST via Telecommunication for the Untrained Skill
Following the same steps outlined in Phase 2, the researcher provided training for the
untrained skill if performance was below 80% fidelity.
Phase 5: Post-BST via Telecommunication for the Untrained Skill
As in Phase 3, the participants were asked to facilitate the newly trained experiential
exercise three times total across two sessions. Next, the participants were also asked to complete
the confidence rating form online within a week of the training.
Phase 6: 1-Month Follow-Up via Telecommunication
One month following completion of Phases 3 and 5 for the specific experiential exercise,
the participant facilitated the ACT experiential exercise and completed the confidence measure
again. If the participant’s facilitation fidelity was below 80% fidelity, the researcher had planned
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to offer a booster training session, which was not required for any of the participants. Further,
participants completed the social validity measure online within a week of the assessment.
Results
Facilitation Fidelity
Figure 1 depicts all four participants’ facilitation fidelity of the ACT experiential
exercises in a multiple probe design. Participants’ percent correct fidelity implementing the ACT
experiential exercise is scaled to the y-axis and trial is scaled to the x-axis. Figure 1 includes
facilitation fidelity data from baseline, post-training, and at the 1-month follow-up (i.e., Phase 1,
Phase 3, Phase 5, and Phase 6). Overall, the participants demonstrated stable and low fidelity
scores in the baseline phase (M = 3.00%, SD = 4.56, range 0 - 12%). Following the
implementation of BST via telecommunication, significant level change was demonstrated (M =
97.5%, SD = 4.30, range 88 to 100%). The average mean shift from baseline to Phase 3 was
94.88% across participants. In Phase 3, facilitation fidelity of the untrained skill (le’go) increased
slightly but remained low and below the predetermined performance criterion (M = 22.06%, SD
= 11.04, range 12.5 to 38%). Therefore, training was provided to all participants for the untrained
skill. Fidelity scores were high and stable following BST for the untrained skill (M = 95.92%, SD
= 5.57, range 81 to 100%). At the one-month follow-up, fidelity for Participants 1, 2, and 3
remained high and stable (M = 97.00%, SD = 5.10, range 88 to 100%). Due to illness, Participant
4 completed a 3-month follow-up for the untrained skill. Fidelity for Participant 4 remained high
and stable (M = 100%) at the 3-month follow-up.
Training data for Participant 1 are displayed in Figure 2. The BST rehearsal data are
slightly variable but ascending. There is a clear level change demonstrated before meeting the
mastery criterion for Skill 1 (hexaflex). The participant reached the mastery criterion in three
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sessions (five trials) for this skill, and therefore, no coaching was required. Similarly, for Skill 2
(matrix), the participant reached the mastery criterion within 2 sessions (four trials),
demonstrating a clear level change and ascending trend. For Skill 3 (le’go), Participant 1 reached
the mastery criterion in two sessions (three trials), demonstrating stable responding, a clear level
change, and ascending trend.
Facilitation fidelity data for Participant 2 demonstrated a clear level change and
ascending trend in which the mastery criterion was achieved in two sessions (three trials) for the
first two skills (matrix and hexaflex), and one session (two trials) for the le’go exercise.
Therefore, coaching was not required.
Similar to Participant 1, facilitation fidelity data for Participant 3 demonstrated slightly
variable responding before reaching the mastery criterion for Skill 1 (matrix). The mastery
criterion was met in three sessions (five trials), therefore, coaching was not required. For Skill 2
(hexaflex) and 3 (le’go), the data demonstrate a clear and immediate level change and stable
responding within two sessions (three trials).
Facilitation fidelity data for Participant 4 demonstrated an ascending trend, meeting the
mastery criterion in two sessions (three trials) for Skill 1 (hexaflex) and Skill 3 (le’go). For Skill
2 (matrix), Participant 4 reached the mastery criterion in one session (two trials), demonstrating a
clear and immediate level change and high, stable responding. Coaching was not required for
Participant 4.
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Figure 1. Participants’ facilitation fidelity of ACT exercises. Closed circles denote
the hexaflex exercise, closed squares denote the matrix exercise, and closed triangles denote the
untrained skill, the le’go exercise. The asterisks denote that the participant did not facilitate
the correct experiential exercise. A trial included one attempt of facilitating an experiential
exercise.

Figure 2. Participant 1 facilitation fidelity of ACT exercises during Phases 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.
Circles denote the hexaflex exercise, squares denote the matrix exercise, and triangles denote the
untrained skill, the le’go exercise. Open shapes indicate training phase. The asterisks denote that
the participant did not facilitate the correct experiential exercise.
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Figure 3. Participant 2 facilitation fidelity of ACT exercises during Phases 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.
Circles denote the hexaflex exercise, squares denote the matrix exercise, and triangles denote the
untrained skill, the le’go exercise. Open shapes indicate training phase.

Figure 4. Participant 3 facilitation fidelity of ACT exercises during Phases 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.
Circles denote the hexaflex exercise, squares denote the matrix exercise, and triangles denote the
untrained skill, the le’go exercise. Open shapes indicate training phase.
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Figure 5. Participant 4 facilitation fidelity of ACT exercises during Phases 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.
Circles denote the hexaflex exercise, squares denote the matrix exercise, and triangles denote the
untrained skill, the le’go exercise. Open shapes indicate training phase.
Confidence Ratings
Participants’ confidence ratings are displayed in Figure 6. Participants ranked their
confidence facilitating ACT experiential exercises as high following completion of the
manualized, group-based ACT facilitation training (M = 4.18), which was not consistent with
their facilitation fidelity scores at baseline (Phase 1). Confidence scores remained high after
receiving BST via telecommunication (M = 4.53), and highest at the follow-up (M = 4.97).
Participants 1, 2, and 3 completed this measure at the one-month follow-up, and Participant 4
completed this measure at the three-month mark due to illness.
Quality of Facilitation
The results of the quality of facilitation measure are displayed in Figure 7. Overall, the
participants’ performances were fairly consistent post-training and at follow-up.
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Figure 6. Participants’ confidence rating scores using a 5-point Likert scale at baseline, posttraining, and at the one-month follow-up.
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Figure 7. ACT expert’s average quality of participants’ facilitation rating using a 5-point Likert
scale at baseline, post-training, and at the one-month follow-up.
Social Validity
The results of the social validity measure are outlined in Table 2. In general, participants
rated the purpose of the study, training outcomes, BST, and the telecommunication format as
highly acceptable.
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Table 2.
Results of Social Validity Measure Completed by Participants.

Statement

M

N

5.00

4

2. I have learned important skills by participating in this study.

5.00

4

3. The skills I have learned will help me as a facilitator.

5.00

4

4. I feel confident that I have learned to the skills required to facilitate the

5.00

4

5.00

4

6. I am willing to facilitate these exercises in a workshop.

5.00

4

7. I enjoyed learning how to facilitate the ACT exercises using the

5.00

4

5.00

4

9. I would recommend BST to others learning to facilitate ACT.

5.00

4

10. There are disadvantages to the BST (instructions, modeling, rehearsal,

1.75

4

1. The goal of the study, evaluating training strategies for ACT facilitators,
is important.

ACT exercises reviewed (i.e., the matrix, hexaflex, le’go).
5. I have a clear understanding of the ACT exercises reviewed in training
(i.e., the matrix, hexaflex, le’go).

behavioural skills training (BST; instructions, modeling, rehearsal,
feedback) procedure.
8. I felt that the training was adequate for me to feel comfortable
facilitating the reviewed ACT exercises (i.e., the matrix, hexaflex, le’go).

feedback) procedure.
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11. The presence of the researcher or camera negatively impacted my

1.50

4

12. Receiving the training online was helpful.

5.00

4

13. Receiving the training online was convenient.

5.00

4

14. The online program (i.e, Lifesize) was easy to navigate.

5.00

4

performance

Effect Size
Effect size was calculated using PND, which involves comparing the overlap in
performance in baseline to the intervention condition (Scruggs et al., 1987). PND is
recommended to be implemented over other effect size calculations for studies that involve skill
acquisition and non-variable data. Further, PND is best for studies involving research designs
other than ABAB designs, and data with limited outliers (Scruggs et al., 1987). PND is also
known to be sensitive to the magnitude of the effect (Scruggs et al., 1987). PND effect size
scores for all participants are indicated in Table 3. The data demonstrate that the training
intervention was highly effective (defined as above 90% effectiveness) at increasing the
facilitation fidelity scores for all four participants.
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Table 3.
PND Scores for Participant’s Facilitation Fidelity of All ACT Activities.

Participant

Intervention Data
Points Above
Baseline Median

Number of
Intervention Data
Points

Effectiveness

Rating

P1

9

9

100%

Highly effective

P2

9

9

100%

Highly effective

P3

9

9

100%

Highly effective

P4

9

9

100%

Highly effective

Discussion
This study lends important information to the telecommunication and ACT facilitation
literature. Limited research has explored how to effectively train ACT facilitators, and no studies
to our knowledge have evaluated the training of caregivers as co-facilitators. To our knowledge,
this is a novel research application of BST and extends the telecommunication literature to
include ACT facilitation. The results from this study also support previous training via
telecommunication (e.g., Higgins et al., 2017) which has demonstrated the platform to be
effective and acceptable.
The manualized, group-based ACT facilitation training involved components of BST,
however participants were not required to participate in a role-play portion and receive feedback
on their performance. Further, this training was provided in-person and in a group format. The
manualized, group-based ACT facilitation training differs from the intervention by providing the
training individually, online, and consistently including rehearsal and feedback components.
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With previous BST literature indicating the effectiveness and acceptability of these two
components through component analyses (Davis et al., 2019, Ward-Horner & Sturmey, 2012), it
is likely that the addition of these two components were instrumental in increasing facilitator
performance.
The addition of BST via telecommunication led to immediate increases in facilitation
fidelity scores, supporting the first hypothesis. Further, participants demonstrated an increase in
perceived confidence using the self-report rating form, supporting the second hypothesis. With
the facilitation quality ratings for only one participant measured at baseline, post-training, and at
follow-up, we are unable to conclude the impact of the training on the quality of facilitation.
Based on the incomplete results of this measure, we are unable to suggest support for the third
hypothesis. Instead, we recommend refinement of the measure to determine if quality of
facilitation improves without the researcher directly training (i.e., the training specifically
focused on fidelity).
ACT is a promising intervention for caregivers of children with NDDs who experience
high levels of stress yet have limited resources currently available. Caregivers also can serve as
effective co-facilitators (Dykens et al., 2014; Lunsky et al., 2018). Telecommunication platforms
have been demonstrated to increase access to training by reducing geographical and financial
barriers (e.g., World Health Organization, 2019). Using telecommunication in the current study
allowed for training to be provided in a cost-effective and acceptable manner, supporting the
fourth hypothesis. Further, training additional ACT facilitators increases ACT capacity across a
broad geographical area.
Within the study, the untrained skill was included to add a layer of experimental control
to the multiple baseline design, but it also allowed the researchers to assess whether
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generalization across ACT activities occurred. Although minimal data were collected, there is
preliminary support that generalization partially occurred for some participants. For Participants
2 and 4, their fidelity facilitating the untrained skill improved marginally without explicit
training, however, Participants 1 and 3 demonstrated minimal change in performance from
baseline. However, with only one data point collected on facilitation of the untrained skill per
participant, this data is inconclusive. The addition of the untrained skill was beneficial to include
when exploring how to train additional ACT skills. For example, if generalization across
behaviours occurred, less training would be required in the future. Based on the results of this
study, it is likely that some individualized training for all experiential exercises will be required,
however the time required to train the skills may decrease. Perhaps additional strategies (e.g.,
general case analysis; Sprague & Horner, 1984) could be incorporated in future training to
promote generalization across skills. Future research should consider probing additional skills
while implementing multiple exemplar training until the participant demonstrates generalization
to untrained skills. By including this component, researchers could examine if generalization is
more likely to occur if the facilitator has already received training for an exercise focusing on the
same core process (e.g., defusion).
Maintenance of ACT facilitation fidelity and confidence was assessed one-month
following the post-training probes. Fidelity was above 80% for all participants at follow-up,
supporting the final hypothesis, and therefore no booster sessions were provided. For Participants
1 and 3, performance increased at follow-up, with 100% fidelity on facilitation of all three
experiential exercises. For Participants 2 and 4, performance for one experiential exercise (i.e.,
hexaflex) remained at 100%, and for the others, follow-up fidelity scores were just below 100%.
Interestingly, participants with a slower rate of skill acquisition facilitated all experiential
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exercises with 100% fidelity at follow-up, and those that met the performance criterion in fewer
training trials facilitated the experiential activities with slightly lower fidelity (range 88-100%).
These results may suggest that a higher performance criterion (e.g., three trials at 100% rather
than two) would be beneficial to improve the maintenance of these skills. By increasing the
performance criterion, participants that master the skill in a limited number of trials will still
have additional practice, although it would decrease the efficiency of the training.
In baseline, Participant 1 did not facilitate the correct experiential activity for two probe
assessments despite being provided with the manual, activity title, and page number of the
experiential exercise in the manual (i.e., Participant 1 facilitated “leaves on a stream” rather than
describing the hexaflex, and “bulls-eye” rather than the matrix). This, along with the overall low
baseline scores may indicate that adequate motivating operations were lacking in this phase
(Laraway et al., 2003; Michael, 1993), or the conditions did not emulate a natural training
condition (e.g., the researcher role-playing may not have been an adequate discriminative stimuli
for facilitating accurately; Cooper et al., 2020). Interestingly, participants indicated high
confidence scores in baseline following a manualized, group-based ACT facilitation training,
which was inconsistent with their low fidelity scores in baseline. Therefore, the increases in
confidence following training were relatively minimal given that ceiling effects likely impacted
these results. These results support the use of objective measures (e.g., measuring direct,
observable behaviours) versus subjective measures (e.g., self-report) to ensure corresponding
behavior change after conducting any form of training.
The results of the study provide preliminary support that BST via telecommunication is
an effective strategy to train ACT facilitators that previously received a manualized, group-based
ACT facilitation training to deliver three experiential exercises. However, with the range of ACT
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experiential exercises included in the manual (Fung et al., 2019), there are some exercises that do
not lend as well to the telecommunication platform as others. For example, some exercises
involve the physical participation of group workshop attendees that would involve modifications
in order to be appropriate for the online format. Therefore, the telecommunication format
reduced some barriers and resulted in some additional minor barriers. Some participants required
support to set-up and initially connect via LifesizeTM, however, all issues were able to be
resolved through email or by phone. Only once did we have to change to a different online
platform when the LifesizeTM software was not working. Further, poor Wi-Fi connectivity did
arise with some participants, but it did not impede the training process.
This research was not without limitations. Generalization of the participants’ ACT
facilitation fidelity was not assessed in a workshop format or with a novel recipient. All training
occurred individually with the trainer role-playing an ACT workshop recipient across all phases.
During a workshop as per Fung et al. (2019), facilitators would be leading experiential exercises
in-person and to a group of individuals. Unfortunately, collecting facilitation fidelity during an
ACT workshop was not feasible given that the participants have experienced delays in
conducting in-person ACT workshops due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Further, in-person data
collection during a group ACT-workshop may not be feasible given location (all facilitators
residing a distance from the trainer) and may also impact the comfortability of the workshop for
the workshop recipients. However, given the increase in confidence and acceptability of the
intervention, it is clear that the training is still relevant in that it was perceived as valuable by
participants. Further, the maintenance of facilitation skills was assessed at one-month. Given that
facilitators are likely to require maintaining these skills longer than one month, it would have
been more naturalistic to collect a longer-term follow-up, such as at 6-months. In addition, all
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measures were collected by the trainer. Despite this being more efficient, there is the potential
for experimenter bias to impact the results. To combat this, IOA was collected from video
recordings on all measures to ensure the trainer was coding in an accurate and reliable manner.
Further, another limitation was the inability to accurately measure quality of facilitation.
In baseline, some participants facilitated the incorrect activity (Participant 1) or stated that they
were uncomfortable facilitating the activity (Participant 2). Also, a video of the incorrect activity
was provided to the ACT expert, and therefore the score could not be included in the analysis
(Participant 4). Facilitating different activities or not facilitating the activity in baseline posed a
challenge for the ACT expert conducting the quality of facilitation measure. The ACT expert
was unable to measure quality of facilitation when the participant facilitated the incorrect
activity, or when the participant did not facilitate an activity, especially with the current structure
of the measure. In addition, conversations with the ACT expert indicated that the quality of
facilitation measure requires refinement to accurately capture quality of facilitation. Specifically,
it may be beneficial to either include operational definitions of the subsets encompassed in the
measure (e.g., operationally define ‘displays fluency’) or to use a more holistic approach
applying clinical judgement.
Future research should examine the use of BST via telecommunication to teach additional
ACT experiential exercises, such as those of increased complexity or less appropriate for
telecommunication formats. Further, it would be helpful to examine if this training is effective
for individuals that have not received a manualized, group-based ACT facilitation training. This
would be beneficial to determine if providing the manualized, group-based ACT facilitation
training is needed or not, or if the current training could be modified to accommodate individuals
with no previous ACT facilitation training. Specifically, it would also be interesting to examine
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if the training protocol could be modified to teach in a group format online, perhaps increasing
training efficiency. Although training in a group would be similar to the manualized, groupbased ACT facilitation training provided, it would differ by including all participants engaging in
the rehearsal and feedback phase. Future research should also examine the generalization of
these skills to a workshop format and the maintenance of these skills long-term. It would also be
beneficial to refine the quality of facilitation measure to examine if increased performance
competency will lead to increased quality of facilitation without specifically targeting throughout
training.
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Demographic Survey
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Appendix B
Hexaflex Review Table
Hexaflex Review Table

Psychological inflexibility

Psychological flexibility

Cognitive fusion

Cognitive defusion

•

Experiential avoidance
•

Contact with the present moment
•

•

Being the flexible holding self, rather
than fusing with the ‘contents’ of the
self

Values
•

not being in touch with our chosen
values or what really matters to us

Being in touch with what we value

Committed action

patterns of behaviour that reinforce our
psychological struggles and prevent us
from engaging in mindful, valued living

•

Review Points
•
•
•
•

Being in the present moment

Self-as-context

getting stuck to a fused identity that is
based on evaluations, concepts and
stories we have about who we are

Inaction, impulsivity or avoidance
•

Being open and accepting to our
thoughts, feelings and inner
experiences

being stuck in our thoughts of the past
or concerns about the future

Lack of values clarity
•

•

the attempt to avoid unwanted
thoughts, feelings, bodily sensations or
memories even though it may be costly
to our well-being or be ineffective or
unnecessary

Attachment to the conceptualized self (or selfas-content)
•

Creating distance between us and our
thoughts

Acceptance

Dominance of the conceptualized past and
feared future
•

•

Treating our thoughts as reality

All of the processes are interconnected
Together they create the hexaflex
Not one process is more important than others
Leads to psychological flexibility

Committing to act in the service of our
values
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Appendix C
Treatment Integrity Task Analysis (Fidelity Measure; Hexaflex)

Data Sheet – Treatment Integrity of Participant Facilitation
Recorder: ____________ Primary: Y/ N

Facilitator ID: ___________

Date: ___________ Block #:________________ Activity: Hexaflex

Please circle the most appropriate rating for each behavior within the behavior chain by
referring to the operational definitions.
Facilitation
Component

Explain
processes of
psychological
inflexibility and
flexibility
(following
Appendix A.1)

Competency

In development

Mastered

In development

Lead hand
gestures
(following
Appendix A.2)

Mastered

Operational Definition

Rating

The facilitator did not explain the
concepts (0%).
The facilitator provide a portion (25%49%) of the relevant concepts.
The facilitator provide a portion (50%74%) of the relevant concepts.
The facilitator provide a portion (75%99%) of the relevant concepts.
The facilitator provided an accurate
explanation of the relevant concepts
(100%).
The facilitator did not lead an activity.
The facilitator led the activity including
25% of steps on A.2 checklist.
The facilitator led the activity including
50% of steps on A.2 checklist.
The facilitator led the activity including
75% of steps on A.2 checklist.
The facilitator led the activity including
100% of steps on A.2 checklist.

0

The facilitator did not debrief after the
activity.
The facilitator included 1 out of 4
debriefing points in A.3 (included 25%
of debriefing points).
The facilitator included 2 out of 4
debriefing points in A.3 (included 50%
of debriefing points).
The facilitator included 3 out of 4
debriefing points in A.3 (included 75%
of debriefing points).

0

Weighting

1
2
3
4
/4
0
1
2
3
4
/4

In development

Debriefed after
hand gestures
(how can ACT
help; following
Appendix A.3)
Mastered

1

2

3
/4
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In development

Answered
questions on
concept

Mastered

Total Rating:

/16

The facilitator included 4 out of 4
debriefing points in A.3 (included 100%
of debriefing points).
The facilitator did not answer provide an
opportunity to ask questions on the
scenario.
The facilitator incorrectly answered
questions on the scenario.
The facilitator answered questions on
the scenario but was inconsistent with
ACT terminology and principles.
The facilitator answered questions
using little ACT terminology
The facilitator answered questions
using ACT terminology.

4

0

1
2

3
4

/4
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Appendix A.1
H e xa fle x R e v ie w T a b le

Psychological inflexibility

Psychological flexibility

Cognitive fusion

Cognitive defusion

Treating our thoughts as reality

Experiential avoidance

Creating distance between us and our
thoughts
Acceptance

the attempt to avoid unwanted
thoughts, feelings, bodily sensations or
memories even though it may be costly
to our well-being or be ineffective or
unnecessary
Dominance of the conceptualized past and
feared future

Being open and accepting to our
thoughts, feelings and inner
experiences

Contact with the present moment
Being in the present moment

being stuck in our thoughts of the past
or concerns about the future
Attachment to the conceptualized self (or selfas-content)

Self-as-context
Being the flexible holding self, rather
than fusing with the ‘contents’ of the
self

getting stuck to a fused identity that is
based on evaluations, concepts and
stories we have about who we are
Lack of values clarity

Values

not being in touch with our chosen
values or what really matters to us
Inaction, impulsivity or avoidance

Being in touch with what we value

Committed action

patterns of behaviour that reinforce our
psychological struggles and prevent us
from engaging in mindful, valued living

R e v ie w P o in ts
All of the processes are interconnected
Together they create the hexaflex
Not one process is more important than others
Leads to psychological flexibility

Committing to act in the service of our
values
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Appendix A.2
Hexaflex Checklist
Y/N/NA

Step Description
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Demonstrate hand gesture for defusion
have participants engage in hand gesture for defusion
Demonstrate hand gesture for acceptance
Have participants engage in hand gesture for acceptance
Demonstrate hand gesture for contact with present moment
Have participants engage in hand gesture for present moment

7. Demonstrate hand gesture for contact with self-as-context
8. Have participants engage in hand gesture for self-as-context
9. Demonstrate hand gesture for values
10. Have participants engage in hand gesture for values
11. Demonstrate hand gesture for committed actions
12. Have participants engage in hand gesture for committed actions
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Appendix A.3
Debriefing/Discussion Points:
All of the processes are interconnected
Together they create the hexaflex
Not one process is more important than others
Leads to psychological flexibility
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Treatment Integrity Task Analysis (Fidelity Measure; Le’go)
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In development

Answered
questions on
concept

Mastered

Total Rating:

/16

The facilitator did not answer provide an
opportunity to ask questions on the
scenario.
The facilitator incorrectly answered
questions on the scenario.
The facilitator answered questions on
the scenario but was inconsistent with
ACT terminology and principles.
The facilitator answered questions
using little ACT terminology
The facilitator answered questions
using ACT terminology.

0

1
2

3
4

/4
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Appendix B.1
Definitions:
Self-as-Context (Pure Awareness): being aware of having the thinking-self and the observing-self and
being aware of whatever we are thinking, feeling, sensing and doing in any moment.
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Treatment Integrity Task Analysis (Fidelity Measure; Matrix)

Data Sheet – Treatment Integrity of Participant Facilitation
Recorder: ____________ Primary: Y/ N

Facilitator ID: ___________

Date: ___________ Block #:________________ Activity: Matrix

Please circle the most appropriate rating for each behavior within the behavior chain by
referring to the operational definitions.
Facilitation
Component

Competency

In development
Explain all
processes
(following
Appendix C.1)
Mastered

In development

Lead activity
(following
Appendix C.2)

Mastered

Operational Definition

Rating

The facilitator did not explain the
concepts (0%).
The facilitator provide a portion (25%49%) of the relevant concepts.
The facilitator provide a portion (50%74%) of the relevant concepts.
The facilitator provide a portion (75%99%) of the relevant concepts.
The facilitator provided an accurate
explanation of the relevant concepts
(100%).
The facilitator did not lead an activity.
The facilitator led the activity including
25% of steps on C.2 checklist.
The facilitator led the activity including
50% of steps on C.2 checklist.
The facilitator led the activity including
75% of steps on C.2 checklist.
The facilitator led the activity including
100% of steps on C.2 checklist.

0

The facilitator did not debrief after the
activity.
The facilitator included 1 out of 4
debriefing points in C.3 (included 25%
of debriefing points).
The facilitator included 2 out of 4
debriefing points in C.3 (included 50%
of debriefing points).
The facilitator included 3 out of 4
debriefing points in C.3 (included 75%
of debriefing points).

0

Weighting

1
2
3
4
/4
0
1
2
3
4
/4

In development

Debriefed after
the activity
(following
Appendix C.3)
Mastered

1

2

3
/4
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In development

Answered
questions on
concept

Mastered

Total Rating:

/16

The facilitator included 4 out of 4
debriefing points in C.3 (included 100%
of debriefing points).
The facilitator did not answer provide an
opportunity to ask questions on the
scenario.
The facilitator incorrectly answered
questions on the scenario.
The facilitator answered questions on
the scenario but was inconsistent with
ACT terminology and principles.
The facilitator answered questions
using little ACT terminology
The facilitator answered questions
using ACT terminology.

4

0

1
2

3
4

/4
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Appendix D
Confidence Rating Form

Confidence Rating Form
Participant ID: ___________
Please score each item by circling the number that best indicates your confidence level for the
following questions.
1. I am confident in my understanding of acceptance.
1
2
3
4
5
___________________________________________________________________
Not at all
Neutral
Very much
2. I am confident in my understanding of values.
1
2
3
4
5
___________________________________________________________________
Not at all
Neutral
Very much
3. I am confident in my understanding of committed actions.
1
2
3
4
5
___________________________________________________________________
Not at all
Neutral
Very much
4. I am confident in my understanding of self as context.
1
2
3
4
5
___________________________________________________________________
Not at all
Neutral
Very much
5. I am confident in my understanding of defusion.
1
2
3
4
5
___________________________________________________________________
Not at all
Neutral
Very much
6. I am confident in my understanding of contact with the present moment.
1
2
3
4
5
___________________________________________________________________
Not at all
Neutral
Very much
7. I am confident in my understanding of psychological flexibility.
1
2
3
4
5
___________________________________________________________________
Not at all
Neutral
Very much
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Appendix E
Face Validity: Expert-Rated Facilitation Quality Rating

Quality of Facilitation
Date: ______________
Coder Initials: _______
Video: ____________________
Exercise: __________________
Please indicate the most appropriate rating for
each question.
How well did the
facilitator:
Not at all
1. Explain the ACT
concept
2. Explain the importance
of the activity
3. Lead the activity
4. Debrief
5. Answer and questions
on the concept
6. Display fluency while
facilitating
7. Facilitate in accordance
with ACT (e.g., not trying to
change thoughts,
encouraging to stay with the
thought, etc.)
Additional Comments:

Slightly Somewhat Fairly well

Very well

N/A
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Appendix F
Social Validity Measure
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Additional Comments:
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix G
Procedural Integrity Measure (Baseline)

Observer: _______

Procedural Integrity (Baseline)
Primary: Y/N Date: __________ Video: ________________
ACT Exercises: ______________________

Y/N/NA
The researcher records session through lifesize
The researcher explains what will be happening in the session (brief
overview)
• We will be reviewing a couple exercises today. Due to some of the
exercises being quite long, I will only be asking you to facilitate part of an
exercise, like the first half of an exercise.
• I will not be providing feedback during the session, so please do not be
concerned if I only say thank you at the end of your exercise
• I also am unable to answer questions that relate to the exercise at this
time. However, I will write down your questions and we can return to
them during the training process
• Do you have any questions before we begin?
The researcher informs the participant the specific exercise and section they
will be asked to do first (e.g., second half of the matrix exercise)
The researcher provides up to two minutes for the participant to orient
themselves to the exercise and records whether the participant referred to
the manual or not
The researcher informs the participant of the specific exercise and section
they will be asked to do second
The researcher provides up to two minutes for the participant to orient
themselves to the second exercise
The researcher informs the participant of the specific exercise and section
they will be asked to do third
The researcher provides up to two minutes for the participant to orient
themselves to the third exercise
The researcher does not provide feedback on any exercises
The researcher does not provide additional instructions, only directs the
participant back to manual
• The researcher can write down these questions to address during
training
The researcher asks the participant not to practice with the manual.
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Procedural Integrity Measure (Hexaflex Training)
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Rehearsal (Y/N/NA)
Provide the participant with an opportunity (i.e., 5 minutes) to practice
facilitating the hexaflex exercise.

Feedback & Coaching (Y/N/NA)
Provide feedback to the participant on their rehearsal of facilitating the hexaflex exercise
based on their performance on the treatment integrity datasheet by:
Providing immediate feedback (i.e., within 3-5 seconds) following the practice
opportunity.
Providing descriptive social praise for steps on the TI completed correctly
(e.g., “Nice job explaining acceptance!”)
OR
Providing corrective feedback for steps on the TI completed incorrectly or
incompletely (e.g., “Next time, maybe you want to consider trying to…”)
Providing an opportunity for the participant to rehearse again.
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Procedural Integrity Measure (Le’go Training)
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Procedural Integrity Measure (Matrix Training)

100

101

Procedural Integrity (Post-Training and Follow-Up Probes)
Observer: _______ Primary: Y/N Date: __________ Video: ________________
ACT Exercise: ______________________
Y/N/NA
The researcher records session through lifesize
The researcher explains what will be happening in the session (brief
overview)
The researcher informs the participant the specific exercise and section they
will be asked to facilitate
The researcher provides up to two minutes for the participant to orient
themselves to the exercise
The researcher does not provide feedback on any exercises
The researcher does not provide additional instructions, only directs the
participant back to manual
• The researcher can write down these questions to address during
training
The researcher collects fidelity data on the participant’s facilitation
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Appendix H
Letter of Invitation
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Appendix I
Consent Form
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